The rising number of IoT devices is accelerating the research on new solutions that will be able to efficiently deal with unreliable connectivity in highly dynamic computing applications. To improve the overall performance in IoT applications, there are multiple communication solutions available, either proprietary or open source, all of which satisfy different communication requirements. Most commonly, for this kind of communication, developers choose REST HTTP protocol as a result of its ease of use and compatibility with the existing computing infrastructure. In applications where mobility and unreliable connectivity play a significant role, ensuring a reliable exchange of data with the stateless REST HTTP protocol completely depends on the developer itself. This often means resending multiple request messages when the connection fails, constantly trying to access the service until the connection reestablishes. In order to alleviate this problem, in this paper, we combine REST HTTP with random linear network coding (RLNC) to reduce the number of additional retransmissions. We show how using RLNC with REST HTTP requests can decrease the reconnection time by reducing the additional packet retransmissions in unreliable highly dynamic scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine to machine communication with its ongoing development is considered a key aspect to be studied in the area of the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT scenarios come with a high number of implementation difficulties demanding computation tasks to be performed in different networks and system architectures, all while maintaining high mobility and dynamicity, and dealing with different challenges ranging from resource management, communication and interoperability issues to data processing and analysis. In order to satisfy the requirements of these new scenarios, well known and accepted technologies such as cloud computing, have been merging with novel technologies that are shifting part of the computation closer to the edge devices, known as fog computing. There have been many research efforts and projects dedicated to solving each of the problems found in these scenarios with fog-to-cloud system solutions, many of which are focused on optimizing network infrastructure and connectivity itself. In this paper we will focus on the improvement of the communication aspect of these systems, particularly on the application layer communication in highly dynamic mobile scenarios by combining the REST HTTP protocol with random linear network coding.
The HTTP protocol following the architectural style defined by REST is being widely used as a communication protocol for web services and also for creating REST APIs for distributed system communication. The ease of use and compatibility with the already existing systems made its adoption as a communication protocol faster than with any other protocol, even with the known limitations this protocol has in some scenarios. One of these scenarios is when building RESTful applications with certain reliability requirements in dynamic environments where connectivity is intermittent and unreliable. A common developer practice for dealing with that kind of situations where timeout events occur is to resend request message following certain self made procedure, instead of any standard procedure. Due to the intrinsic nature of REST HTTP as a polling protocol, the so-called unsafe methods can modify resources in the server side even when the acknowledgments fail. This problem makes the client unaware of the modified resources and forces the client to resend repeated requests. In order to avoid duplicated modification of resources, some policies are usually applied on the server side to make the client aware whether the resources were already modified or not.
In this paper we try to address this issue by combining REST HTTP with random linear network coding (RLNC) in order to minimize the amount of extra requests that have to be sent to the server. We propose a solution in form of a library for the developer to use that will automatically perform RLNC over REST HTTP with no extra development effort for the developer. In our coding scheme, instead of sending native messages, we dispatch coded messages, where the main goal is to predict the loss rate and adjust, more accurately, the number of additional messages in order to improve bandwidth utilization. The designed scheme is designed to be applied in dynamic environments, where the communication between client and server is intermittent. Specifically, we study the case where a mobile client, for instance a smart car, wants to update information to different servers located in base stations along a roadway, and because of tunnels the signal is intermittently lost. Our numerical results show how we reduce the number of additional messages necessary for the client to update the data when using network coding in combination with REST HTTP.
II. RELATED WORK
Handling dynamic mobile scenarios has been one of the key issues for many real-time IoT based systems. In [1] authors explain the limitations of cloud computing solutions in handling mobility issues in these kind of systems. As a solution they propuse a framework that combines cloud comuting with computing closer to end devices in a wireless IoT systems. The advantages of the fog computing in different dynamic IoT application scenarios have been also detailed in [2] and [3] . While [2] offers a more general overview of these advantages, [3] focuses on a specific scenario which includes communication between smart vehicles and their fog computing nodes positioned at base stations.
However, even with the improvements gained with fog based system architectures, the issue of intermittent connections in highly dynamic IoT applications and disruptions that come as their consequence has still many open questions. This has led to many different research efforts in improving these solutions. In [4] authors approach the problem by developing a handover mechanism for mobility support in a IoT-fog systems tested in a health monitoring application. The handover procedure has also been optimized for another fog based framework that tackles high dynamic scenario of connected vehicles in [5] . Beside handover optimization, the choice of the application layer protocol has also been a subject of research when tackling consequences of unreliable connections in these kind of solutions. In [3] authors are using a fog based solution and RESTCONF, an HTTP based protocol for smart vehicle related communication and data computations. In [6] authors have presented a disruption-tolerant RESTful support, tested both with HTTP and CoAP. Their main goal was to improve communication in a dynamic scenario where many devices are prone to disconnections while moving. Idea of improving communication with the adaptation of REST can be used, this time by using network coding.
Network coding (NC) can be dated in 2000 [7] , a technique which allows network systems to combine several native messages into one coded message in order to expand the maximum bandwidth utilization. In [8] authors use a network coded protocol operating between the network and transport layers in a wireless network. The results have shown that by using RLNC, this protocol was able to recover from packet losses. In order to improve performances of dynamic IoT scenarios the interesting path is the combination of network coding and fog based computing. Possible applications of NC in IoT and fog based systems have been described in [9] with promosing results reported in [10] , where authors have used NC to improve efficiency of data communication protocols in fog computing wireless sensor environment. In this paper we will explore combination of NC and REST HTTP protocol in IoT to fog communication scenario, as it is still application layer protocol of choice for developers according to multiple research efforts as the one reported in [11] .
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
This section shows our solution on applying network coding operations as an embedded mechanism on top of the HTTP protocol when using it with REST. Before entering into details, we recall one definition and one proposition for the concept of "Seeing a packet" taken from [12] :
Definition 1 (Seeing a packet): A node is said to have seen a packet p k if it has enough information to compute a linear combination of the form (p k + q), where q = l>k α l p l , with α l ∈ F q for all l > k. Thus, q is a linear combination involving packets with indices larger than k.
Proposition 1: If a node has seen packet p k , then it knows exactly one linear combination of the form p k + q such that q is itself a linear combination involving only unseen packets.
Based on this assumptions, upon receiving a coded packet, instead of waiting to have enough information to decode the desired packets, the server immediately tries to perform Gauss-Jordan elimination (GJE) to find out which packet has been newly seen and responds for that packet using the definition and the proposition above. That means the server side can pretend to have received the packet even if it has not been really decoded yet. For example, let us assume the server knows the two linear combinations 5 . According to definition 1 and proposition 1, the linear combinations of 2c 2 − c 1 and c 1 − c 2 have the form p k + q k , therefore packets p 1 and p 2 are seen, and packets p 3 , p 4 and p 5 are unseen. With a large finite field size, every linear combination coming may cause the next unseen packet to be seen. Then, according to theorem 1 [12] , if all of the packets in a file have been seen, they can also be decoded.
A. Scenario
As mentioned before, our focus will be on the highly dynamic scenarios. These kind of systems are often met with connectivity and bandwidth issues, causing message losses. We assume REST HTTP based communication and observe the behaviour of particular type of requests. We consider the example, shown in Fig.1 , which takes place between one mobile client (e.g. smart vehicle) and one static server. The client wants to open four connections in order to send four POST request messages, i.e. p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 , to the server.
In Fig.1a we consider request messages related to unsafe methods exchanged between the client and the server. With REST HTTP, these ones can be safely re-sent several times to receive the responses corresponding to those requests back from the server [13] . However, re-sending them many times while we are not sure what is occurring in unreliable connections, i.e. whether the timeout happened during sending the request to the server or the response to the client, can cause a bandwidth waste in term of the traffic sent. For example, in the scenario of Fig.1a , re-sending message p 2 is not necessary because it was already (a) REST HTTP without network coding (b) REST HTTP with network coding Figure 1 : Case study of REST HTTP communication with and without network coding updated at the server side. In order to solve this problem, we propose a RLNC, as shown in Fig.1b . Before analyzing our scenario, we need to know the two notations: seen_newest and unseen_newest contained in response messages from the server module are IDs of the newest seen and unseen message after GJE. Refering to the example of definition 1 and proposition 1, after GJE at the server side, we can find out seen_newest has ID = 2 which identifies message p 2 and unseen_newest has ID = 5 belonging message p 5 .
In Fig.1b we observe that each REST HTTP message is updated at a different time, stored in the NC layer and only removed from the coding buffer when its response is gone back from the server. Request message p 1 is lost, therefore at the time of arriving request message p 2 , a random linear combination of messages p 1 and p 2 is dispatched to the server, where the coefficients are randomly chosen for the whole message, not each symbol, but its response is lost. Similarly, at the time of arriving p 3 and p 4 , the server has the random linear combinations p 1 + 3p 2 + 2p 3 and p 1 + 4p 2 + 5p 3 + p 4 , respectively, but only the latter is successful on both the client and the server side. At the time of receiving the linear combination p 1 + 4p 2 + 5p 3 + p 4 , the server performs GJE on the linear combinations that exist on the server side, and then has the coefficient matrix, as shown in Fig.2a . With that information in Fig.2a , the server can respond the response message Response(2,4) containing seen_newest = 2 (ID of request message p 2 ) and unseen_newest = 4 (ID of request message p 4 ). Note that this response can be sent even when the original request messages have not yet been decoded. Based on Response (2, 4) , the client can compute by performing unseen_newest -seen_newest = 4 − 2 = 2 (2 means the server lacks the two coded messages), and then re-send the However, the problem is still that the current REST HTTP protocol does not allow response to a request message before it has been decoded. Therefore, a modification of REST HTTP is required to respond to every coded request message received by using definition 1 and proposition 1 in the paper [12] . In addition, we use the progressive non-generation-based coding implementation as done for TCP/NC [12] and dynamic coding [14] . On the other hand, as mentioned in our scenario, each request message is updated at a different time, so the newest arrived request is presented by only one linear combination at a time. As a result, to anticipate the number of losses and reasonably adjust the number of additional request messages, we modify the dynamic coding algorithm [14] for REST HTTP with network coding.
B. Client NC layer
1) Coding header: The coding header, shown in Fig. 3 , includes ID list, length of messages list and coding coefficient list involved in the linear combination. A coded message is generated by forming a linear combination of the messages in the coding buffer, where the coding coefficients are randomly selected for the whole each message, not every symbol. In our implementation data coding is operated over a finite field F 2 8 . Each message has a specific identifier (ID) assigned in order. The header of a coded message will contain information that the server NC layer can use to perform the decoding process and manage its buffer. The meaning of various fields is described as follows.
• "ID list" shows a numbered list of message identifiers involved in a linear combination. "ID oldest " and "ID newest " are the indexes of the oldest and the newest message, buffered into the current coding buffer at the client NC layer. "ID oldest " and "ID newest " are enough in order for the server to know all of the messages in that linear combination. For instance, the client has the linear combination with "ID oldest " = 4 and "ID newest " = 7, which means that the linear combination contains 4 messages p 4 , p 5 , p 6 and p 7 , where p k has the number ID = k. • "Length list" shows the size list of messages and length i represents the length for the i th message contained in the linear combination. This information is crucial because when implementing the coding process, a problem raises that messages contained in the linear combination have different sizes. In order to address this problem, we may sufficiently append many dummy zero symbols to the shorter messages until all of the messages have the same length. Upon decoding the message at the server NC layer, the dummy zero symbols are pruned using the "Length list" header field in the coding header. • "Coding coef f icient list" shows the list of coding coefficients and α i denotes the coefficient used for the i th message involved in the linear combination. Note that these ones are randomly chosen for the whole message.
2) Coding algorithm: This subsection describes the whole coding algorithm on the server NC layer, as shown in Fig.4 . reduntdant_val is the value denoted for the number of additional messages needed to compensate losses. r_ID represents the highest ID number of message involved in the additional linear combination. For instance, assume if we re-send the additional linear combination of 3 messages p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , then r_ID will be 3. The operations are detailed as follows. Figure 4 : Coding algorithm at the client NC layer.
• Calculation method for re-sending additional coded messages: The client NC layer accepts messages from the REST layer and stores them into the coding buffer. Then, the client NC layer generates random linear combinations in the coding buffer, some of them including redudant_val additional linear combinations, where the coding coefficients are randomly chosen for the whole message, and also conveyed in the coding header. Based on seen_newest and unseen_newest contained in the response message from the server side, the number of additional coded messages redundant_val is calculated. If unseen_newest − seen_newest = 0, no loss occurs. Else if unseen_newest − seen_newest > 0 and unseen_newest > r_ID, then losses occur on the way to the server, therefore we set redundant_val = unseen_newest − seen_newest and r_ID = ID newest . We reset redundant_val = 0 after re-sending the additional messages. • Buffer management method: The request messages will be removed from the coding buffer only if the IDs of those request messages are less than or equal to the newest seen ID (seen_newest) contained in the arrived response. If a new request message from the REST layer comes when the buffer is not totally empty, then that one must be dropped and it will be retransmitted later by the REST layer. • Subset coding buffer: In case a very small time interval is selected to update information to the server, probably, the client buffers a large number of messages in the buffer. As a result, combining all messages in the coding buffer will make the coding header too large, increasing in that way the coding/decoding complexity. In order to address this problem, we define subset coding buffer that has a fixed size, in order to limit the number of messages in the coding buffer to participate in random linear combinations.
C. Server NC layer
This subsection describes the whole decoding algorithm on the server NC layer, as shown in Fig.5 . The operations are detailed as follows. Figure 5 : Decoding algorithm at the server NC layer.
• Response method: The server NC layer stores a newly arrived coded message in the decoding buffer, and then reads the coding header and correctly appends the coefficient vector to the decoding matrix. In order to know whether that message is linearly independent, GJE only needs to be performed on the decoding matrix. If the message is not linearly independent, it is deleted. Otherwise, the row transformation operations of GJE on that coded message are also performed. The server NC layer will send a response including the newest seen ID (seen_newest) and newest unseen ID (unseen_newest) identified after GJE, and this job can be performed before the message is decoded and delivered to the REST layer. The seen and unseen ID values are very important for the client NC layer because it uses them to predict and reasonably resend the number of additional messages. • Decoding and delivery method: When a new message is decoded, the dummy zero symbols are pruned using the coding header. After that, that decoded message is delivered to the REST layer. • Buffer management method: The arrived coded messages that have not been yet decoded need to be stored in the decoding buffer. The arrived messages without coding or the messages that have been already decoded and delivered are still stored in the buffer until the server NC layer makes sure that they have already been dropped by the client NC layer, then it removes them. This is because they may still be involved in the next linear combinations if their responses are lost on the way to the client side. Using ID oldest belonging to the "ID list" header field in the coding header, the server NC layer can remove a decoded message if its ID is smaller than ID oldest .
D. Analysis
We now analyse the impact of REST HTTP with network coding (NC_REST) on reducing the number of additional messages compared to traditional REST HTTP (REST). Let p be the loss probability including both the loss due to sending request message to the server, and sending response message to the client. N denotes the total number of request messages sent. For REST, re-sending is performed when both lost requests and responses occur, therefore p and N , on average, are only fraction N · (1 − p) of them successfully negotiated. As a result, to be able to compensate losses for sending N request messages, REST needs to transfer at least N (1−p) request messages and the number of additional request messages of REST A W oNC , which is calculated by:
where p < 1. For NC_REST, re-sending is only considered for lost requests. Let α be the loss rate when sending response message to the client. Hence, to successfully transfer N requests, the number of additional request messages of NC_REST A W NC is given by:
where α · p < 1. From Eq.1 and Eq.2, we see that A W NC A W oNC . We observe that A W NC = A W oNC only when α = 1, and this is the case where we do not have any benefit from network coding, causing even worse results because it adds additional bytes of overhead for the network coding header in addition to the REST message.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section shows numerical results to see the impact of NC_REST on reducing the number of additional messages and its comparison with REST. For our example, we choose a case with N = 1000 sent request messages. The message loss probability p including both the request message loss and the response message loss is considered in [0; 0.9]. Four examples of the request message loss rate α are selected: α = 0.3, α = 0.5, α = 0.7 and α = 1. Fig.6 shows examples of NC_REST and REST in term of the number of additional messages. The scenarios include different values of α shown in Fig.6a (α = 0. 3), Fig.6b (α = 0.5), Fig.6c (α = 0.7) and Fig.6d (α = 1) . The x-axis and y-axis represent the message loss probability p and the number of additional messages, respectively. The number of additional request messages is calculated by using Eq.(1) for REST and Eq.(2) for NC_REST. Observing Fig.6 , the number of additional messages increases when loss probability p increases for both REST and NC_REST, since the higher loss probability p the more re-sendings occur.
First of all, we consider an example with a small loss rate of p = 0.1. Compared with NC_REST, REST increases 259.260%, 111.110% and 47.620% for the example shown in Fig.6a, Fig.6b and Fig.6c , respectively. With p = 0.5, REST needs to re-dispatch 1000 request messages for all of (a) α = 0.3 In case of a high loss rate of p = 0.9, REST resends 9000 request messages for all the cases, while NC_REST only re-sends 369.863, 818.181 and 1702.700 request messages shown in Fig.6a, Fig.6b and Fig.6c , respectively. With those results, NC_REST always outperforms REST in term of the number of additional messages. Besides that, we see that the lower the loss probability of sending request message to the server α is, the better the benefit of NC_REST is. The reason for those is because NC_REST only re-sends for the lost request messages. Therefore, compared to request message loss rate with α = 0.5, α = 0.7 and α = 1, a request message loss rate of α = 0.3 has the best benefit from network coding. For the case of α = 1 in Fig.6d , there are no advantages in using NC_REST, and the number of additional messages for REST and NC_REST is the same for all loss probability values p. Moreover, if we take network coding header into account, NC_REST will consume an amount of traffic for this, therefore decreasing bandwidth utilization. With the analysed numerical results, we can conclude that NC_REST outperforms REST in all of cases, except when the request message loss rate is α = 1.
V. CONCLUSION
The network coding method has been used for improving efficiency and bandwidth utilization, as well as the novel paradigm of fog computing. In this paper, taking into consideration highly dynamic scenarios that include the communication between a mobile client and fog processing nodes, where connection is often unreliable, we combine REST HTTP protocol with random linear network coding. We show how our solution can decrease the reconnection time by reducing the additional packet retransmissions. In future works, we will do practical implementation for our algorithm to better understand the impact of network coding on the performance of REST HTTP.
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